†a) , Siavash SADEGHI IVRIGH †b) , Nonmembers, and Seyed Mohammad-Sajad SADOUGH †c) , Member SUMMARY Cognitive radio (CR) is a key solution for the problem of inefficient usage of spectral resources. Spectrum sensing in each CR aims at detecting whether a preassigned spectrum band is occupied by a primary user or not. Conventional techniques do not allow the CR to communicate with its own base station during the spectrum sensing process. So, only a part of the frame can be used for cognitive data transmission. In this paper, we introduce a new spectrum sensing framework that combines a blind source separation technique with conventional spectrum sensing techniques. In this way, the cognitive transmitter can continue to transmit during spectrum sensing, if it was in operation in the previous frame. Moreover, the accuracy is improved since the decision made by the spectrum unit in each frame depends on the decision made in the previous frame. We use Markov chain tools to model the behavior of our spectrum sensing proposal and to derive the parameters that characterize its performance. Numerical results are provided to confirm the superiority of the proposed technique compared to conventional spectrum sensing techniques.
Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) technology [1] allows secondary users to access spectrum bands allocated to primary users (PU) in an opportunistic manner. To avoid the interference on primary transmission, the CR has to sense the spectrum constantly in order to stop transmission when it senses that the primary user is in operation [2] . However, due to channel fading conditions and due to the so-called hidden terminal problem [3] , spectrum sensing is usually imperfect and imposes interference on the primary network. Employing multiple cognitive users in order to exploit the available spatial diversity, is referred to as cooperative spectrum sensing and improves the detection reliability. In cooperative spectrum sensing methods, each CR user senses the spectrum during a sensing period and sends its sensed signal or its decision in a particular spectrum band allocated to the PU to the cognitive base station (BS).
In conventional cooperative spectrum sensing methods based on energy detection (ED) [4] , [5] and covariance detection [6] , [7] , spectrum sensing is usually performed at the beginning of each frame with the requirement that the cognitive transmitter does not communicate with its BS during this operation. Obviously, this requirement degrades the spectral efficiency, especially when the cognitive transmitter was in operation and the decision of spectrum sensing is to maintain the cognitive transmission. In energy detection [4] , [5] , the energy of the received signal is measured and used as a metric to determine whether the primary user is present or not. Also, a new spectrum sensing method based on energy detection is proposed in [8] which improves the total achievable throughputs of the network. In covariance detection [6] , [7] , spectrum sensing is performed based on the eignvalues of the covariance matrix of the received signal calculated at the cognitive BS. One recent method in this regard relies on the difference that exists between the eigenvalues of the received signal covariance matrix when the primary signal is not in operation. For instance, the differences between statistical distributions of the eignvalues of the signal covariance matrix and Gaussian noise covariance matrix are shown in [7] . In [7] , covariance detection is implemented in such a way that there is no need to dispose an estimate of the noise power [9] . Moreover, a new cooperative spectrum sensing method based on the IEEE 802. 22 proposal for active cognitive network has recently been proposed in [10] , where the cognitive users sense the spectrum while one of them transmits its data. In addition, a study on the interference imposed by the cognitive network on the primary transmission is presented in [11] . Blind signal processing (BSP) is one of the areas in signal processing with solid theoretical foundations and many potential applications [12] . State of the art spectrum sensing methods such as energy detection and covariance detection cannot sense the mixed primary and secondary signals. So, in order to overcome the limitation of these methods, spectrum sensing based on blind source separation (BSS) was recently proposed and investigated in [13] - [15] , for instance. Note that BSS spectrum sensing does not require any prior information about the primary signal and performs well for correlated signals. In [13] , BSS is proposed to separate the mixed primary and secondary signals, in a multiantenna scenario. In [14] , BSS is used inside a cooperative spectrum sensing scheme to improve the detection reliability. Recently in [15] , a new BSS metric is proposed to determine whether the primary signals is present or not.
In this paper, we propose a new spectrum sensing framework that combines the BSS approach with convenCopyright c 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers tional spectrum sensing. More precisely, we propose to alternate between correlation spectrum sensing and BSS spectrum sensing in a constructive manner. In this joint method, unlike conventional spectrum sensing methods, there is no need for the cognitive signal to be synchronized with the primary signal. In other words, the CR can transmit its data even during the spectrum sensing process. We will see that this feature not only increases the total achievable throughputs but also improves the accuracy and reliability of the spectrum sensing process. Moreover, we model the proposed spectrum sensing method by a four-state Markov chain that we use to analyze the behavior and to derive the performance measures associated with our proposed technique.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our spectrum sensing system model is introduced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we introduce the covariance based detection and the BSS spectrum sensing as the two main components of our framework. Section 4 describes our improved spectrum sensing framework. In this Section, we also derive analytically the performance measures characterizing our proposed framework. Section 5 provides simulation results and some discussions about the performance of the proposed technique. Finally, Sect. 6 draws our conclusions.
Spectrum Sensing System Model
Sensing the presence of a primary transmitter inside a given frequency band is usually viewed as binary hypotheses problem with H 0 denoting the absence of the primary signal, and H 1 denoting the presence of the primary signal, as ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ H 0 : primary user is not in operation, H 1 : primary user is in operation.
Similarly, we define H 0 and H 1 to denote the decision made by spectrum sensing about the absence and the presence of the primary signal, respectively. We have
H 0 : CR decides that the primary user is not in operation,
CR decides that the primary user is in operation.
The above hypotheses are usually used to define the following conditional probabilities
and
The conditional probability in (3) (referred to as missdetection probability) is a performance metric for cases where the CR fails to detect the presence of the primary signal whereas equation (4) (referred to as false-alarm probability) is another performance metric for cases where the CR fails to detect the absence of the primary signal [16] . Figure 1 depicts the considered cognitive system composed of J cognitive terminals that perform cooperative spectrum sensing. In our model, when the spectrum is allocated for secondary transmission, one of the CR terminals (denoted by cognitive transmitter as shown in Fig. 1 ) has the permission to communicate with the cognitive BS. Obviously, if primary and cognitive users are in operation simultaneously, the signal received at the j-th ( j = 1, ..., J) CR user can be written as
where the vectors
T respectively denote the symbols received during spectrum sensing, the primary transmitted symbols and the secondary transmitted symbols during the sensing period; the noise vector
T is assumed to be zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) with distribution
, L is the number of sensing symbols, and h i, j is the channel coefficient that follows a Rayleigh distribution i.e., h i, j ∼ CN(0, σ 2 h ). Channel coefficients are assumed to be constant during a frame and change to new independent values from one frame to another, i.e., we assume a quasi-static channel model. Equation (5) can be rewritten in a more compact form as
where { H 1 , H 0 } indicates that the CR transmitter does not transmit since it has decided that the primary is in operation, and the primary user is actually not in operation. This is referred to as a false-alarm event (see (4) ) occurred during the spectrum sensing period. In fact, R j in (6) is one of the following signals
where { H 0 , H 1 } indicates a miss-detection event (see (3)) occurred during the spectrum sensing period. Moreover, in the above model, the cognitive radio network gives permission to one of its users (CR transmitter) to send data through the sensed frequency band when the spectrum sensing decision is H 0 . Similarly, the CR transmitter stops its transmission as soon as the spectrum sensing decides in favor of the hypothesis H 1 .
A Survey on Conventional Covariance and BSS Spectrum Sensing Techniques
Here, we provide an overview on covariance based and the BSS spectrum sensing technique proposed in [15] . Note that these two techniques are the two main components that we will use inside our improved framework propose in the next section. The received signal at each CR user is transmitted to the cognitive BS and gathered in matrix X as
. . .
where x j,i for i = 1, . . . , L and j = 1, . . . , J is the i-th sensing symbol of the j-th CR user. Also, x j for j = 1, . . . , J is referred to the sensed vector at the j-th user. Conventional spectrum sensing techniques based on energy detection compare the signal energy of each CR user (E j ) in the sensing period to a predefined threshold [17] , [18] selected based on the statistics of the noise and channel. The decision rule at the j-th cognitive user writeŝ
where ζ j is the energy threshold applied at the j-th cognitive user to differentiate between the two hypotheses H 0 and H 1 . Moreover, we have
where h j for j ∈ {1, . . . , J} is the sensing channel coefficient and J is the number of cognitive users (see Fig. 1 ). Then each CR user sends its decision (θ ED j ) to the cognitive BS. The cooperative spectrum sensing using ED can make its final decision about the presence of the primary signal using an OR logic rule (11) considering decisions of all CR users, as follows:
if there are at least one j ∈ {1, . . . , J},
In covariance based spectrum sensing techniques, e.g., maximum-minimum eigenvalue (MME) detection [6] and random matrix theory (RMT) detection [7] , the empirical estimate of the covariance matrix is evaluated at the cognitive BS based on the knowledge of X as
In [6] , a new method based on the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Σ is proposed. Moreover, a recent covariance based spectrum sensing method [7] is that based on the difference between the maximum (λ max ) and the minimum (λ min ) eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Σ. In this approach, the decision about the presence/absence of the primary signal is made as
where ξ is the threshold applied in covariance based spectrum sensing [6] .
The main difference between the ED based method introduced in [17] , [18] and the covariance based method proposed in [6] , [7] is that in the first one each CR user makes its local decision just based on the measured energy in the sensing period and then sends this local decision to the cognitive BS in order to make the cooperative spectrum sensing decision, while in covariance detection, all the CR users' sensed symbols are sent to the cognitive BS and the covariance matrix of the received symbols (Σ) is constructed. Then, based on the statistical distribution of the eigenvalues of Σ the final cooperative spectrum sensing decision is made. Thus, covariance detection differs from the conventional ED whereas in covariance detection, the decision is made based on the constructed covariance matrix (Σ).
The adopted BSS spectrum sensing is based on the well known independent component analysis (ICA) method. The goal is to separate the original source signal vectors (gathered in matrix Y) by choosing the appropriate matrix W, in a blind manner. More precisely, we have
where
The distinction between primary and secondary signals is usually based on the non-gaussianity of these components. The fast ICA algorithm [19] , [20] is used to find the separated signals in Y, using an approximation of the negentropy [21] . Then, in order to make a decision, different metrics such as correlation and negentropy are used to measure the non-gaussianity of the separated signals. Here, we use the Kurtosis metric proposed in [15] as a measure of the signal non-gaussianity to make a decision about the presence or the absence of the primary signal. The Kurtosis metric is defined as
where y i for (i = 1, 2) is the i-th independent component of the BSS algorithm with mean μ i and variance σ 2 i . Note that we subtract the mean of the mixed signals at the input of the ICA algorithm. Also, the fast ICA algorithm outputs normalized separated signals. So, the signals at the output of the fast ICA algorithm, i.e., y 1 and y 2 , are zero mean with unit variances. Therefore, the Kurtosis metric in (17) is rewritten as:
To calculate the Kurtosis metric, first, we calculate the vector y i for i = 1, 2:
For the case in which both of the primary signal and the cognitive signal are present, the vector y i can be rewritten as:
where s k = s PN for k = 1 and s k = s CN for k = 2. Therefore, we have:
where z = J j=1 w i, j z j and a i for i = 1, 2 are constant coefficients. Note that z is a linear combination of the gaussian variables and so has a gaussian distribution.
If the fast ICA method performs well, the following equation will be satisfied and then for y i , one of the constant coefficients (a i for i = 1, 2) is "0" and the other one is "1."
where matrix H is equal to
with components defined in (7), and matrix I is the J × J identity matrix. Therefore, when (22) is satisfied, (18) can be calculated as
Let us denote by θ
BS S 1 and θ

BS S 2
the decision of the BSS spectrum sensing for the case where the cognitive transmitter is currently in operation or not, respectively. The BSS spectrum sensing process based on the Kurtosis metric for the two proposed scenarios can be summarized as follows 1. The cognitive transmitter is in operation:
2. The cognitive transmitter is not in operation:
where T 1 and T 2 are thresholds applied in Kurtosis based BSS spectrum sensing, chosen so as to satisfy a desired false-alarm probability.
The overall procedure followed in BSS spectrum sensing can be summarized as follows (k denotes the k-th primary frame and K is the total number of the primary frames):
BSS Spectrum Sensing Algorithm
• For k = 1 : K
• Separate the mixed source signals at the k-th frame using (14) .
• Apply the Kurtosis metric (17) on all separated signals.
• If the cognitive transmitter is in operation during the k-th frame at the sensing time: Use (25) to determine θ
BS S 1 (k).
• Else If the cognitive transmitter is not functioning during the k-th frame at the sensing time: Use (26) to determine θ
BS S 2 (k)
. • End If • End For
An Improved Framework for Spectrum Sensing
In this section, we propose to use jointly the covariance based detection and the Kurtosis based BSS spectrum sensing methods. First, we explain our proposed spectrum sensing algorithm. Then, in order to characterize its associated performance, we model our algorithm by using tools from the Markov chain theory [22] .
Improved Spectrum Sensing Framework Algorithm
Let us first explain the methodology followed in our proposed technique. This is more clearly depicted in Fig. 2 . As shown, we start the spectrum sensing process by using covariance detection, assuming that the CR transmitter is off. When the decision of spectrum sensing allows the CR transmitter to transmit (i.e., it decides that the primary is off), we switch the sensing method to BSS which has the capability of separating the cognitive and primary signals. In this way, we can keep the cognitive transmission on during the spectrum sensing until the algorithm detects the presence of a primary signal. In this case, we turn off the CR transmitter and switch the sensing method to covariance detection, and so on. In fact, by using our method, the adopted sensing technique in a given cognitive sensing window (CSW) depends on the decision made by the algorithm in the previous CSW.
For the sake of simplicity hereafter, we refer the covariance based detection as method one (m 1 ) and the Kurtosis based BSS detection as method two (m 2 ). More precisely, based on the result of the spectrum sensing in the (n − 1)-th CSW, the type of the spectrum sensing method adopted within the n-th CSW is selected as follows.
• Covariance spectrum sensing (method m 1 ) is adopted in the n-th CSW, if the CR decision in the (n − 1)-th CSW is H 1 (in this case, the cognitive transmitter can not be active during the the n-th CSW),
• Kurtosis based BSS spectrum sensing (method m 2 ) is adopted in the n-th CSW, if the CR decision in the (n − 1)-th CSW is H 0 (in this case, the cognitive transmitter can be active during the n-th CSW).
The overall operation summarizing the proposed new spectrum sensing framework is provided in the following algorithm. In this algorithm, the index n is the index of the CSW (a cognitive sensing window which is a portion of the primary frame) and the parameter, N, is the total numbers of CSWs. Here, we consider T as the number of primary symbols per frame, and for convenience we define as = Fig. 3 Transition diagram that models the proposed spectrum sensing framework by a finite-state machine with four states. P i j indicates the transition probability from the i-th state at time (n − 1) to the j-th state at time n.
L/T . Using we can see that N = −1 K (see Fig. 2 for more details).
Improved Spectrum Sensing Framework Modeling
Spectrum sensing performance evaluation is usually analyzed by means of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves that plot the miss-detection probability (defined in (3)) versus the false-alarm probability (defined in (4)). As explained in Sect. 4.1, in our approach, the spectrum sensing decision in the n-th CSW depends on the decision made in the (n − 1)-th CSW. Hence, we propose to use tools from the Markov chain theory [22] to model the spectrum sensing algorithm and obtain the miss-detection and false-alarm probabilities. Note that these two probabilities let us to plot the ROC curve that characterize the performance achieved with our spectrum sensing technique. The decision made by the spectrum unit is either H 0 or H 1 . Moreover, the primary network transmitter is either on or off characterized by hypotheses H 0 and H 1 . Thus, in each CSW, four different scenarios can be defined based on the decision made by the spectrum sensing unit and the actual state of the primary transmitter. We propose here to view these four scenarios as the states of a finite-state machine that can be modeled by a Markov chain, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Below, we describe each state in more details.
• State 1: This state corresponds to the event { H 1 , H 0 } and indicates the occurrence of a false-alarm (see the first equation in (6)),
• State 2: this state corresponds to the event { H 0 , H 0 } and occurs when the cognitive network decides that the primary is off, where the primary is actually off (see the second equation in (7)),
Proposed Spectrum Sensing Algorithm
• Start the sensing algorithm while the cognitive transmitter is not in operation (n = 1)
• If the cognitive transmitter is not in operation in the n-th CSW Apply m 1 Calculate the covariance matrix Σ using (12) Calculate λ max and λ min from the covariance matrix Σ of (12) Use (13) (7)),
• State 4: this state corresponds to the event { H 1 , H 1 } and occurs when the cognitive network decides that the primary is on, where the primary is actually on (see the first equation in (7)).
Note that in general, any transition between the states defined above is possible and has to be considered in our model, as shown in Fig. 3 . The set of all transition probabilities involved in our model is provided in the following 4 × 4 matrix 
where P i j for (i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}) refers to the the transition probability from state i at the (n − 1)-th CSW to state j at the n-th CSW. Let us denote by S i (n) for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} the state at the n-th CSW. The transition probability P i j writes
We also define H i (n) and H i (n) for i ∈ {0, 1} as the primary activity hypotheses and spectrum sensing decision at the nth CSW. Let us denote by q i j for i, j ∈ {0, 1}, the probability for the primary transmitter to switch from an on/off state at the (n − 1)-th CSW to an on/off state at the n-th CSW. We have
where i = 1 and j = 1 indicate the presence of the primary signal during the (n − 1)-th and the n-th CSW, respectively. Similarly, i = 0 and j = 0 indicate the absence of the primary signal during the (n−1)-th and n-th CSW, respectively. In the sequel, we aim at deriving the transition probabilities defined in (27). Using (28), we start by deriving P 11 as
Equation (30) can be rewritten as
Here, we assume that in a given frame, the cognitive network has no prior knowledge about the presence/absence of the primary signal in the previous CSW. We have
where in (32), we have used the independence between H i (n) and H j (n − 1). Note that this independence is due to the fact that the actual presence or absence of the primary user is inherent to the channel use of the primary transmitter and hence does not depend to the decision made by the spectrum sensing ( H) unit at any time instant.
Remember that in our method, the decision of the spectrum sensing in the n-th CSW ( H i (n)) depends on the decision in the (n − 1)-th CSW. More precisely, the hypothesis H i (n) does not depend on the actual state of the primary user (H i (n − 1) ). Hence, (31) can be rewritten in a more simple form as
As explained previously, in our approach, the type of the spectrum sensing method (m 1 or m 2 ) used in the nth CSW is selected based on the spectrum sensing decision made in the previous CSW, i.e., H i , for i ∈ {0, 1}. In other words, knowing what method has to be used in a given CSW, is equivalent to knowing the spectrum sensing decision made in the previous CSW. We introduce H m j i (n) (i ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {1, 2}) to denote the spectrum sensing decision associated to method m j during the n-th CSW. In this way, we can write (33) in a simpler form as
According to (4), the quantity P{ H m 1 1 (n)|H 0 (n)} in (34), is actually the false-alarm probability associated to the covariance sensing method (method m 1 ), that we denote by P m1 f (n). We thus have
where P m 1 f in (35) is defined as:
Let us now derive P 22 which is by definition given by
Following similar line of arguments we provide for equivalence between (31) and (33), we can rewrite (37) as
Again, due to the equivalence that we have in our scheme between the events { H 0 (n)| H 0 (n − 1)} and { H m 2 0 (n)}, we obtain
Since according to (4) , P{ H
f being the false-alarm probability associated to method m 2 , we obtain
Following a procedure similar to that adopted for deriving P 11 and P 22 , it is straightforward to calculate other transition probabilities involved in the transition diagram of Fig. 3 . By doing so, the transition matrix (27) can be filled as 
Next, the transition matrix P is used for the derivation of the miss-detection and the false-alarm probabilities associated to the improved spectrum sensing framework.
Derivation of the Performance Measures Associated to the Improved Spectrum Sensing Framework
According to the Markov chain theory [22] , there is at least one stationary distribution for a finite Markov chain.
Here, we analyze the stationary distribution for the transition matrix P in (41). This stationary distribution enables us to derive the miss-detection and the false-alarm probabilities that characterize the overall performance of the improved spectrum sensing framework. We denote by
T the vector of states probabilities at the n-th CSW, where π i (n) for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} is the probability of being in the i-th state, i.e.,
At the beginning of the proposed spectrum sensing framework (i.e., n = 0), we assume that the cognitive transmitter is not in operation ( H 1 (0)) and we have no a priori knowledge about the presence or absence of the primary signal (H 0 (0) or H 1 (0)). Thus, the algorithm starts at either state 1 or state 4 with equal probabilities of 0.5, depending on the presence or the absence of the primary signal. Moreover, this procedure can never start from state 2 or state 3. Consequently, the initial state probability vector denoted by π(0) is
According to the Markov chain theory [22] , the state probabilities at the n-th CSW for the transition diagram in Fig. 3 can be written as
Considering the states probability vector (44) and the transition matrix (27), the stationary distribution for the proposed spectrum sensing method is given by [22] 
where π = [π 1 , ..., π 4 ] T is the stationary distribution vector and π i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} is the stationary probability of being in the i-th state.
Since the Markov chain theory guarantees the existence of a solution for (45) [22] , we solve the following equation (finding the eigenvector π for the transition matrix P of (27)) to calculate the stationary probability vector π [22] .
Three independent equations can be extracted from (46) while there are four variables (π i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}). So, we add the following equation to calculate the unknown stationary probability vector.
It is straightforward to obtain the vector π from (46) and (47). After solving this problem, the miss-detection and the false-alarm probabilities for the improved spectrum sensing framework are obtained as
respectively, where P{H i } for i ∈ {0, 1} is the a priori probability on the presence or the absence of the primary signal. Here, we assume that the CR network has no knowledge about the presence or the absence of the primary signal and thus these a priori probabilities are set equal to 0.5.
Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, we provide numerical results to evaluate the performance provided by the proposed combined spectrum sensing method in comparison with each one of the conventional techniques [7] (covariance detection) and [13] , [14] (BSS detection). Throughout the simulations, the transmitted power for both primary and cognitive transmitters is normalized to one. The length of the sensing window is set to L = 100 samples. The rest of the parameters are extracted form the IEEE 802.22 standard [23] . Figure 4 plots the ROC curves, i.e., the miss-detection probability P m versus the false-alarm probability P f to compare the sensing performance achieved with our proposed joint method and conventional methods m 1 and m 2 under a sensing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB. This figure is plotted in order to see the effect of parameter on spectrum sensing performance. We observe that whereas the value of has no effect on conventional methods, the proposed method's sensing performance is improved for smaller values of parameter . This can be explained by the fact that when decreases, the correlation between primary frames becomes larger (characterized by the decrease of q 01 and q 10 ) and since our method inherently takes this correlation into account, the sensing performance is improved. In other Fig. 4 The ROC curves for improved and conventional spectrum sensing methods with sensing SNR=10 dB. ("Imp" denotes the improved spectrum sensing method).
Fig. 5
The miss-detection probability P m versus the parameter for improved and covariance sensing techniques, sensing SNRs are equal to 0, 5 and 10 dB, ("Imp" denotes the improved spectrum sensing method).
words, the primary signal in the n-th CSW is correlated to the (n − 1)-th CSW; so, there are some information about the primary signal in the decision that is made in the (n − 1)-th CSW. In conventional spectrum sensing methods such as covariance spectrum sensing, spectrum sensing decision is made only based on the information that can be extracted from the n-th CSW, while in our proposed spectrum sensing method, the decision is based on both the information in the n-th and the (n−1)-th CSWs, which obviously contains more information. For more precisions, we have shown in Fig. 5 the miss-detection probability P m versus the primary network parameter when the false-alarm probability is set to Fig. 6 The ROC curves for improved and covariance spectrum sensing, sensing SNR=0 dB ("Imp" denotes the improved spectrum sensing method, "CT" denotes cognitive transmitter).
Fig. 7
The miss-detection probability P m versus the sensing SNR for the comparison between the improved spectrum sensing method and its constructive methods ("Imp" denotes the improved spectrum sensing method, "CT" denotes cognitive transmitter). 0.01. The figure illustrates the comparison between the improved spectrum sensing and the covariance spectrum sensing for sensing SNRs of 0, 5 and 10 dB. We observe that the improved method provides smaller miss-detection probability (i.e., becomes more accurate) when the ratio of the cognitive network sensing window to the primary frame length (i.e., the parameter ) decreases.
Similar ROC curves are depicted in Fig. 6 comparing our proposed joint method with the covariance spectrum sensing under a sensing SNR equal to 0 dB. We observe that our proposed sensing method is still of advantage compared to the conventional covariance sensing method even for bad sensing conditions (characterized by a sensing SNR of 0 dB). Figure 7 plots the miss-detection probability P m versus the sensing SNR when the false-alarm probability is set to 0.01. We observe that our proposed method remains more accurate than its competitive methods for a wide range of sensing SNR.
Conclusion
Spectrum sensing is one of the most important parts in the implementation of each CR system. Conventional spectrum sensing techniques such as covariance detection do not allow the CR transmitter to transmit during the sensing process. Obviously, this leads to a waste of spectral resources. Although spectrum sensing based ob BSS can overcome this limitation, it has relatively a lower performance compared to energy detection and covariance detection. Here, we proposed a new spectrum sensing framework that combines blind source separation algorithms jointly with conventional covariance detection. We also derived by means of Markov chain modeling, the performance measures associated to our proposed technique in terms of miss-detection and false-alarm probabilities. Numerical results indicated that our proposed method outperforms conventional covariance detection technique. In addition, by using our sensing technique, the CR transmitter can continue to transmit even during spectrum sensing.
